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Most people in the US are fascinated by oak flooring because it is not only elegant in appearance
but its standard is perpetual among the people for many years. Not only it lasts long and strong but
often are very locally grown trees. If youâ€™re looking for a flooring choice for your business or
residential premises, oak doors and floors are considered the best. Want to know how? Investing in
oak floors has a lot of advantages.

The amount you spend will be less and there is no artificial color. Also you have choices of more
colors of wood and you can freely select yourself. Oak flooring is energy saving that it guards the
rooms from over sunlight, humidity and electricity. It has the peculiar character of keeping both
winter and summer alike. When we compare to carpeting and other method of flooring, oak flooring
is cheap and less expensive. It is also very natural since there is no mixture of any chemical and
artificial items.

There are two types called red oak and white oak in which strength and lasting are predominantly
considered. Its hardness and density gives a better resisting capacity to the oak floors to bear the
heat and humidity. Nowadays people give more importance to appearance. The red and white oak
definitely fulfill the wishes of the owners.

Unlike other woods, red and white oak will not shrink or expand during its transportation or
installation. If it is so, the percentage of shrinkage and expansion will be very meager compared to
other hard woods. Both the types of oak woods need the same amount of maintenance. Regular
swap and mop will enhance for good looking and get back its original glory.

In both red and white oak, people have great choices to choose from in order to increase the value
of their home. Even though both the flooring is genuine and of high quality, definitely there is a
concern for its care and maintenance. There are many ways to protect the oak flooring because
everything spent in this field is an investment. So it is very important to take some efforts to
preserve its quality properly.

Never forget to wipe away the spillages and donâ€™t allow remaining it for long time. Care must be
taken where you move other heavy items to avoid scratches. Better avoid using high heel shoes
while walking on floor so that there will be no marks on floor.

For people who think of rich look and durability, red and white oak are the best choices. Also if
youâ€™re looking for a good hard wood floor and you are not in a position to spend much, then oak
flooring in an attractive and interesting choice.
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Robert Lescott - About Author:
Buy top quality oak doors and a oak flooring at the Heritage Collection. Engineered oak doors online
in the UK. More info visit a http://www.theheritagecollection.co.uk
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